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The invention relates to a kind of improved structure multifunction partition, specifically referring to a kind of structure offering an innovative improvement over shortcomings, such as uninteresting and monotonous features, of conventional partitions and which consists of partition units having a number of pivot openings of predetermined dimension and rotating mounts at the center of the interior sides of the top and bottom ends. The rotating mounts are capable of holding interchangeable photographs, pictures, compact disks (CD), or optical disks which thereby allows the user to switch or change photographs or rotate to replace the background, or to display compact disks (CD) or optical disks, which demonstrates the enhanced function of the partition structure in terms of practical application.
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STRUCTURE MULTIPURPOSE PARTITION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Partitions that provide for interior room dividing and covering off are commonly constructed of wood panels or fabric to achieve partitioning functions.

Although conventional partitions are capable of the aforesaid dividing and covering off functions, the structural design is not fully optimized. In view of the shortcomings of such conventional partitions, the inventor of the invention herein, based on many years of experience in the field, conducted extensive research and development to innovate a progressive improvement that culminated in the structure of the invention herein, which is hereby submitted in application for the granting of the commensurate patent rights.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The primary objective of the invention herein to provide a kind of partition that has enhanced function in terms of practical application that mainly consists of partition units having a number of pivot openings of predetermined dimension and rotating mounts at the center of the interior sides of the top and bottom ends, and the rotating mounts are capable of holding interchangeable photographs, pictures, compact disks (CD), or optical disks which thereby allows the user to switch or change photographs or rotate to replace the background, or to display compact disks (CD) or optical disks, which demonstrates the enhanced function of the partition structure in terms of practical application.

In summation of the foregoing section, the invention herein effectively enhances the performance of the partition structure, while also ensuring greater utilitarian value.

Therefore, the invention herein in terms of utility, function, and innovative structure meets new patent requirements and is hereby submitted in application for the granting of the commensurate patent rights.

What is claimed is:

1. A structural multipurpose partition that is comprised of a partition unit, a number of rotating mounts, and a number of transparent panes, and there are hinges positioned on a side of the aforesaid partition unit that provides for the linking together of two aforesaid partition units; the aforesaid partition unit contains interior top sides and interior bottom sides, and each rotating mount has a split post about which the rotating mount rotates; at the center of the interior top and bottom sides of the aforesaid partition unit are respective pivot openings of predetermined dimensions with holes provided for insertion of the split posts of the aforesaid rotating mounts, with a mounting slot formed by a pair of converging walls of the aforesaid rotating mount having a predetermined space there between that is capable of clamping between pairs of the aforesaid transparent panes photographs, pictures, compact disks (CD), or optical disks, thereby allowing the user to switch or change photographs or rotate to replace the background, or to display compact disks (CD) or optical disks.

2. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1 wherein, the aforementioned rotating mounts are U-shaped to provide mounting support, with the converging walls formed by the U-shaped contour providing the means for clamping the aforementioned transparent panes such that each pair of aforementioned transparent panes are capable of holding interchangeable said photographs, pictures, compact disks (CD) or optical disks.

3. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1 wherein, the aforementioned rotating mount slot is of variable dimension to accommodate the insertion of objects having different thickness.